CONCLUSION

By the end of 1981, homosexuals in Houston appeared to have constructed a complete array of institutions to serve their needs. After a few false starts, they had established a viable political organization, the Gay Political Caucus, which wielded considerable influence in city politics. The Gay Political Caucus had accrued power through the ability to deliver a significant percentage of the city vote to candidates it had chosen to endorse. Depending on whose estimate you accepted, the exact percentage varied from a 2% minimum to a 10% maximum, but whatever the specific figure, the vote was crucial in a city like Houston, which divided fairly evenly politically.

The Gay Political Caucus' power base was Montrose, a near downtown neighborhood, in which the greatest concentration of homosexuals in the city lived. Made up of ten precincts, seven of them hard core (a homosexual vote greater than 30%), Montrose illustrated the disciplined and effective nature of the GPC's endorsement. The vote in the seven precincts for GPC endorsed candidates was regularly 20% higher than the vote polled for the same candidates city or district wide. To win
either the District C City Council position, or the 79th District seat for the Texas House of Representatives, both of which included Montrose within their electoral boundaries, the securing of the GPC endorsement had become increasingly necessary to assure victory.

Consequently, homosexuals through their political power had gained allies in City Hall, persons who could effect change and remove restrictions that had constricted the homosexual community. The ability to deliver vital votes ensured the support from some politicians, who might otherwise have ignored the demands of the city's homosexuals. More importantly, the disciplined homosexual vote had won gays allies in their fight against the consistent abuse and harassment of the Houston Police Department. The police had constantly applied an unwritten policy of harassment, interrupted only by the vociferous protests of the city's minorities. The Police Department responded half-heartedly, appointing powerless liaisons. Basically, they were reluctant to even recognize that a problem existed. Between 1969 and 1981, the Department continually lacked new direction, because Police Chiefs were promoted from within, bred and nourished in a regime of prejudice. With the election of Kathy Whitmire, matters were to change. B. K. Johnson stepped down, and Whitmire broke tradition searching outside the Department for her new Police Chief. She eventually brought in a law enforcement professional from Atlanta, the present Chief Lee Brown, who
continues to meet regularly with the homosexual community through the medium of a committee established by George Greanias. Certainly, in these terms, both the endorsements of Whitmire and Greanias had paid off.

Paradoxically, the consequences of continual police harassment were not all negative. Like the Anita Bryant campaign, the overt hostility created a rallying point, around which homosexual activists could generate a feeling of community under siege, and thereby create enthusiasm and encourage participation. As homosexuals became more vocal politically and accrued more power, then other organizations took heart and began to materialize, until the homosexual community possessed a full array of institutions catering to their social, professional, medical, and religious requirements.

The religious institutions, servicing the spiritual needs of the city's homosexuals, have met with varied degrees of success. The numbers attending the alternative services have remained low, in terms of the potential congregations. Many homosexuals appeared to have turned a deaf ear to the teachings of their traditional churches and thereby remained comfortably within. In addition, a few mainline churches have eased up on the orthodox teachings of the Bible, indirectly encouraging homosexuals to stay. The homosexual churches have not performed the same pivotal role in the gay community, as other
churches have in more traditional communities. The bars have usurped much of their function, continuing to play a central social role for the visible homosexual community.

However, for those homosexuals who have sought religious alternatives, the homosexual churches and support groups have provided a vital refuge, healing the spiritual wounds of alienation. MCC-Houston has dominated the religious scene since its inception in 1975, overshadowing the support groups, organized on denominational lines, and the precarious splinter churches, whose roots can be traced back to dissatisfaction with the religious emphasis of the MCC system. Each institution, nevertheless, views its own existence and associated function, sometimes somewhat blindly, as critical, but then again, each has lent to and encouraged the sense of community.

Therefore, by 1981, Houston homosexuals displayed a remarkable degree of institutional completeness. Yes, it was possible to eat, sleep, and work gay, but, of course, not every homosexual wanted to. For the majority of homosexuals participation in traditional society proved inevitable and not undesirable, especially in terms of employment. Politically too, homosexuals remained within the orthodox structure, because that was where the power to effect change lay. However, as far as it was practically possible, by 1981, Houston homosexuals successfully operated a fully-fledged notion of community.
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